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Abstract

The university stands in the contemporary world as the frontier of final stages in
education for students and the industry. It intends to provide valuable training
ground for academia and the development of critical minds anticipating to enter
the workforce of society. Therefore, naturally, decisions made by universities as
an institution become affected by the sensitive flow and demands of the
commercial market. A balance between academic pursuit and generating profit
is desirable. However, capitalist values have overtaken the university model, not
just in the author’s context but internationally, and is increasingly familiarising
itself to models of commercial corporations.

When profit and status becomes the gauge for quality of education and welfare,
detrimental situations are witnessed to arise from within, especially threatening
the presence of faculties that are deemed relatively unprofitable by the
governing body of the university. The research interrogates this by investigating
the inevitable embracement of the capitalistic agenda; treating it as a catalyst for
reappropriating the interests of the three schools of Architecture, Engineering
and Business on campus to counter the status quo. It exaggerates and exploits
the conditions to discover a new perspective on academic autonomy and
paradigm.

The architectural machines of interdisciplinary scatter themselves over the three
schools in question to facilitate agonistic conflict, interdisciplinary collaboration
and action. These machines vary in levels of feasibility extending from formal
gestures to metaphorical satire, to pose harsh questions of ethics while
proposing different methods an institution can employ in programming its
priorities to bring about the betterment of the academic environment in an
ever-changing world.
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Introduction

This thesis explores how an interdisciplinary process spatially translated within
the contemporary university setting is utilised to facilitate and nurture the
creative practice and discover the potential acts of re-appropriation and
subversion on current educational spatialities which are currently shaped and
commodified by systems of neo-liberal capitalism. The three disciplines:
architecture, engineering and business are in close relation in the industry,
however within the university setting there are rising opposing sentiments
between the disciplines due to favoured interests by the institution. Thus the
lack of motivation for collaborative and communicating practices worsen the
situation. Accordingly, architecture as a discipline becomes the medium in
discussing and reinforcing the importance of creating environments that
accomodate collaborative action to better equip disciplines and students for the
rapidly changing environment of academia and economy.

The focus of the research is categorised into first three chapters, culminating in
the drawing of relevant links back into the local conditions of the University of
Auckland in the final chapter to contextualise the research. Where the thesis
differentiates from the shared passion within projects that scrutinises an
institution or an apparatus of power through rejection or protest, is on
suggesting that the thesis’ inquiry acknowledges the corporatised condition of
the University of Auckland as a catalyst, focusing mainly the School of
Architecture, Engineering and Business.

The thesis is not a speculation on developing refined design approaches for
architects, rather develops as an allegorical tool exercising optimism to capture
how a detrimental system of the current university model can be critiqued;
therefore promoting the interdisciplinary approach in discovering educational
spaces that celebrate cohesion and collaboration between disciplines.
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Chapter one establishes the contemporary conditions of tertiary education seen
in New Zealand and around the world. As identified to be going under rapid
change, the direction of ethos and priorities the institutions are taking become
the focal point for inquiry. This is followed by the comparison of education
models residing in two opposing ends to a spectrum of
corporatisation/commercialisation, providing an informed guideline to the
position the research can take on that is: critical enough to invite change, whilst
remaining relevant in the argument for its place and autonomy.

Chapter two sets the founding theoretical framework that shapes the research.
These influential concepts and theories frame and elaborate the research and
thoughts that appear in the document. These concepts are derived from the
studies of post-structuralist philosophers, mainly Michel Foucault and Gilles
Deleuze.

Chapter three develops as an extension of chapter two, where the theories
inform relevant architectural precedents - built or unbuilt and personal drawings
created by the author. These creative practices support in articulating the reason
why an interdisciplinary process becomes the keystone in shaping a healthier
educational sphere for students and the disciplines.

Chapter four discusses the fictional design outcomes of the research that
demonstrates the author’s attempt in disrupting the current lineage of the
university setting with interdisciplinary processes. The machines of
interdisciplinary manifest its collaborative, autonomous and quasi-capitalist
nature to envision the proposed university model that re-identifies the academic
environment.
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Chapter 1:
The university/education models of the 21st century
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Corporatisation

The world went through and currently is going through a vast change in all of its
sectors and tertiary institutions were not immune to this change. From the latter
part of the 20th century, universities have experienced a shift in their structures
and processes.1 The university model emerged from a time of sheltered position,
defensive with their ‘ivory-towers’,  largely serving the elites and mostly
supported through government funding. The unavoidable exposure to the global
market paired with the decline in public funding required universities to develop
a competitive model, which is characterised by market-based reforms notably
the focus for output based performance and the professionalisation of
management. It has been described to take on a ‘top-down’ approach of
corporations where the higher authority figures direct the interests of students
and educators, who are repositioned as customers purchasing commodified
education and qualifications.2

At the core of this global phenomena, in the United States (US) alone, out of the
9,000 post-secondary institutions nearly 50% are for-profit institutions. The
largest share of growth in the for-profit sector was taken by universities since the
early 1990s with rapid increase in institutions that grant degrees.3 The conditions
of the US was provided as a most visible example however such trends are not
limited to the US. The commercialisation of missions and objectives of the
universities represent the dramatic change to priorities universities now take on,
however oftentimes it is not communicated clearly or received well due to the
students being excluded from administrative conversations. This is due to the
fact that, in Europe and Australasia, the role of higher education has been
focused till now niche markets rather than the mass provision for the public. The
specialised areas of study, or the disciplines that receive the most investments,
can be grouped into engineering, IT, management and commerce. Coincidently,
these disciplines are housed by the new Building 405 and Owen G. Glenn
Building in the University of Auckland campus.4 Naturally, disciplines not
included in the prioritised list are scrutinised or audited more harshly of their
relevance to the market-based paradigm, resulting in the visible threat to their
own educational space,resources and therefore autonomy.
The author recounts that in June 2018 the Vice Chancellor of University of
Auckland announced that the specialist library collection for Architecture and
Planning, School of Music and Dance and Fine Arts will close doors and the

4 King, 3.

3 King, Roger. Rep. Private Universities and Public Funding: Models and Business Plans. Policy
Commentary. London: Universities UK, (2008): 6.

2 Gebreiter, Florian. “A Profession in Peril? University Corporatization, Performance Measurement
and the Sustainability of Accounting Academia.” Critical Perspectives on Accounting, (February
2021): 1.

1 Parker, Lee. “University Corporatisation: Driving Redefinition.” Critical Perspectives on
Accounting 22, no. 4 (April 2011): 1.
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collection to either merge into the General library collection or move into storage.
The specialist library collections were considered as taonga, with both national
and international assets of cultural importance.5 To express discontent and
defend their educational spaces, students demonstrated with a series of
marches and library sit-ins. Although during the period of clashing interests
attempts at conversation between the university and the student board were
made, ultimately the administrative decision was one-directional. This gave an
insight to the increasingly top-down approach an university takes to exercise its
corporitised model upon students. It was particularly regrettable for the creative
arts students, as the act of browsing is considered an important methodology
for information discovery, more so compared to other fields. As the proximity of
the library greatly facilitates spontaneous browsing and therefore inspirations.6

6 Alger, Jeff. “The Value of Architecture and Design Branch Libraries: A Case Study.” Art
Documentation: Journal of the Art Libraries Society of North America 29, no. 2 (2010): 49.

5 Simmons, Lynda. “Opinion: Loss and Libraries.” Architecture Now. Architecture Now, March 25,
2019.
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Figure 1 & 2     Protesters march against the University’s decision to close its specialist
libraries.

Behind closed doors of commercialised priorities, the administrative structure of
universities become a topic of discussion and question. The culling of the
libraries that were deemed unprofitable was certainly an example of an executive
decision made under the ongoing trend of neoliberalism. Wright and Shore notes
that the universities of the U.K, Australia and New Zealand are said to have been
a laboratory for experimenting the new model of a neo-liberal entrepreneurial
university.7 One of the key features of neoliberalisation is labelled as
“Administrative Bloat, Academic Decline”, the increasing line of administrators
and managers of universities now take the structure of executive governance of
large corporations.8 Political scientist Benjamin Ginsberg has pointed out that
managerialist roles have become an increasingly greater presence in universities
while academic faculty has been in decline. In the US during the last four
decades, the number of administrators and administrative staff saw an increase
of 85 percent and 240 percent, respectively compared to professors which
increased by slightly over 50 percent.9 Under the process of university
corporatisation, the bloat in administration means that faculty and students lose
their voice in the decision making. Thus influencing certain aspects to be
prioritised over the sacrifice of others, extending to other physical aspects of the
university’s academic space.

Outside of the university, a combination of pressures exerted by the government
and the industry also come to heavily influence the priorities of a university. For

9 Ginsberg, Benjamin. The Fall of the Faculty: The Rise of the All-Administrative University and Why
It Matters. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 25.

8 Wright and Shore, 5.

7 Wright, Susan, and Chris Shore. Death of the Public University? Uncertain Futures for Higher
Education in the Knowledge Economy. (New York, N.Y: Berghahn, 2019), 3.
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example, funding policies set by the government encourage them towards
commercialisation. The New Zealand government introduced the
Performance-Based Research Fund (PBRF) in 2004 to assess the research
performance of tertiary education organisations (TEOs), allocating funding based
on the institution’s performance. 10 It has been studied that the PBRF system
placed greater scrutiny over the research activities of New Zealand universities,
resulting in a significant increase in research productivity.11 However, the
question whether the improved performance of institutions came at the cost of
faculty and services still remains.12 Furthermore, the largest share of research
output accounted towards performance is bound to the disciplines that receive
larger investments in university, namely technological sciences and engineering -
a feedback cycle is maintained. In terms of the industry, corporations invest into
research or participate in University-Industry Collaboration (UIC) to share
research & development risks within commercialisation of research. As the world
approaches the dawn of the fourth industrial revolution and investments for R&D
increase, the university as an institution of knowledge and research becomes an
attractive investment opportunity.13

The School of Architecture of University of Auckland in the process of
neo-liberalisation of the university have arguably defended its autonomy and
identity albeit some aspects have shifted towards in favour of the standards set
by the  industry and architectural profession. Sean Flanagan comments that ‘the
agitation returns to the age-old question of the relationship between the
academy and the profession’. 14 While the generational question of weighing
relations with industry and practice prevail within the studio, the ultimate selling
point for the school now lies in the usage of softwares or technologies used in
practice and as a prerequisite in registering as a professional architect. Paired
with the shifting model of the university, the sudden transition into online
learning due to the pandemic and uncertainties for the years to come reveal
aspects the creative schools may be questioned further. The transition into
digitised content opened new perspectives on the education model especially
for the theoretical and historical side of architecture. However, the design studio
and the occurrences of spontaneous interactions and discussions in the physical
space remained rather unfulfilled and was a point of frustration by the students.

14 Flanagan, Sean. 2017. “The Auckland School: 100 Years of Architecture and Planning. Edited by
Julia Gatley and Lucy Treep”. Interstices: Journal of Architecture and Related Arts, (December): 84.

13 Philbeck, Thomas, and Nicholas Davis. “THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION: SHAPING A
NEW ERA.” Journal of International Affairs 72, no. 1 (2018): 18.

12 Smart, 149.

11 Smart, Warren. “The Impact of the Performance-Based Research Fund on the Research
Productivity of New Zealand Universities.” Social Policy Journal of New Zealand, no. 34 (April
2009): 149.

10 New Zealand Ministry of Education. “Performance-Based Research Fund.” Tertiary Education
Commission, February 21, 2022.
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15 The redundancy of physical studios in the mid-post pandemic era further
places the creative schools under heavier scrutiny as in an neo-neoliberal sense,
an incremental rise in student/faculty dissatisfaction is justified by cost-saving
through redundancy of space for the university. Consequently, these schools
become more pressured, compared to other disciplines, to commercialise or
align its curriculum and assets to standards of the related industry. A student
centric perspective is an essential and becomes the first step to finding and
securing the autonomy for the creative schools. 16 The current top-down
hierarchical system of the university and the prioritising of profit invokes a range
of questionable responses reacting to different pressures, thus the confusion
then is reflected onto the more vulnerable disciplines within which are trying to
meet conflicting expectations.

Two Ends to a Spectrum

The university originally stood within society as an institution that can be
subversive, exhibiting through pedagogy and research that new ways of thinking
and applying them to the real world are possible. Throughout history, institutions
involved with architectural education that are known to follow this ethos were
ones that held a strong sense of autonomy and independence in their formation,
governance and pedagogy. In contrast, institutions that formed from or adopted
the commercialised university model direct their focus elsewhere, towards
largely vocational training or earning prerequisites.  Upcoming part of this
chapter aims to discuss precedents of university models that reside on either
ends of the spectrum of commercialisation to inform the author’s perspectives
further into the document.

At one end of the spectrum, independent schools stand/stood as institutions as
leaders of architectural education. Notable examples include: SCI-Arc,
Architectural Association (AA), Strelka Institute and Bauhaus. These famed
schools followed/continue to follow a different governing/education model that
set them apart from the common university model, advocating innovation and
change through avant-garde thinking and research.The self-governance in such
independent schools is achieved through narrowing the gap between student
and educators, where a democratic bureaucratic hierarchy facilitate new work.
These institutions are recognised as a prime example of an educational concept
that had gained attention in the late 60s introduced by educator John Bremer
–known as the “college without walls” model — a strategy for pulling the

16 Kauser, Ar Nasreen. "Rethinking architecture pedagogy in the era of pandemics." (2020): 86.

15 Yakhlef, Majida, Amani Sawalha Roa’a Zidan, Ala Gammoh, and Wael Alshamaly. "Examining
the Efficiency and Effectiveness of Architecture Distance E-Learning during the Covid Pandemic."
Design Engineering (2021): 23.
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energies within the university onto the city and the urban landscape.17 At the
core of this idea, the focus towards an interdisciplinary and collaborative
environment aligned with that of the influential Bauhaus where a new cultural
unity was the core objective, attained through the new art of Architecture. The
school called for separate disciplines (painting, sculpting, crafting, etc) to
remove their boundaries and culminate into Architecture. 18 Strong educational
objectives held by the mentioned institutions are retained and maintained
through their autonomous stance, and vice versa, within the contemporary
educational sphere. This allows for the understanding that the confidence of the
institution in striving for change within the field reaches its maximum potential
when autonomy over governance is ensured and when a fluid interdisciplinary
model is employed to bring about new perspectives into the relevant discipline.

Figure 3    The SCI-Arc Studio.

18 Frampton, Kenneth. Modern Architecture: A Critical History. (London: Thames & Hudson, 2020),
181.

17 Greenberg, James D., and Robert E. Roush. “A Visit to the ‘School without Walls’: Two
Impressions.” The Phi Delta Kappan 51, no. 9 (1970): 482.
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Beyond the established independent universities are the collection of
experimental alternative education schools. These schools generally emerge as
a project formed through a collaboration between architects, educators and
students together. What distinguishes such schools are their funding and
education model. Funding is generally reliant on donations or sponsors as there
is no tuition fee and the teaching is done through volunteer work of educators or
through peer learning. The curriculum these schools offer focus on the discourse
and discussion in a theoretical and political background rather than the
traditional design studios in universities. The Floating University Berlin for
example was set up on top of a rainwater basin as a “place of transdisciplinary
exchange.”19 The physical environment of the project itself was constructed as a
collection of spontaneous and temporary pieces of architecture through
collaboration between educators and students. Although such schools are
formed in good intentions to grapple the complex questions of the built
environment, it becomes highly vulnerable to the realities of economic burden
and the lack of a formal accreditation program. Such problems have been
proven to be the critical factor for the discontinuation of these experimental
schools, where many of them operate for a few months, if fortunate enough, a
couple of years. The uncertainty surrounding their longevity in the contemporary
condition requires the bravery of the ones planning to create them, also it may
garner attention but struggles to maintain itself to become an established
institution. Clarification is made here that it is not the author's intention to
undermine the attempts of experimental schools, but an invitation to
contemplate what economic or administrative models such schools can employ
in the current market to ensure their survival and further thrive to bring about
new changes.

19 “Raumlaborberlin.” Floating University Berlin, 2018.
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Figure 4 & 5     Floating University Berlin.

At the opposing end of the spectrum lie the institutions that have taken a fully
corporate and commercialised business model. The most notorious example of
this is the University of Phoenix in Phoenix, Arizona. The school is fully
transparent in its for-profit nature and is owned by the parent company Apollo
Global management, a private equity company in the United States. The early
glory days of University of Phoenix after Apollo’s public listing in 1999 saw the
increase in revenue and federal support. In 2008, University of Phoenix was the
top recipient of the federal student financial aid funds totalling $2.48 billion.20 In
2010, the university reported a revenue of $4.93 billion.21 However, the university
struggled through steep declines in revenue and enrolment from 2010 to now
due to poor management resulting controversies, lack of enrolments and an
unsustainable revenue model that has its students rank first in the country with
accumulated debt.22 The initial intentions of the university was putting emphasis
on providing vocational training for students to meet the needs and join the
workforce of other established institutions in the public and private sectors.

22 Looney, Adam, and Constantine Yannelis. “A Crisis in Student Loans?: How Changes in the
Characteristics of Borrowers and in the Institutions They Attended Contributed to Rising Loan
Defaults.” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity 2015, no. 2 (2015): 70.

21 Craft (Apollo Education Group revenue; accessed Feb 12, 2022).

20 USAspending.gov (Top 100 Recipients of Federal Assistance for FY 2008; accessed Feb 12,
2022).
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Given the university’s low tuition fees, online programs and a decentralised
campus, it made the university very accessible to the general public. Although
the model appears to be ensuring a constant flow of students and therefore
revenue, career training was all it provided as a university. When these
conditions were met with corporate greed of its parent company along with the
overall non-existence of a faculty body, the educational conditions of the
university deteriorated and have since been constantly criticised for their lack of
academic rigour and content. Rather than addressing the issues raised, the
university spends the most out of any universities in the United States; the
university spent $75.9 million in 2017 alone on advertising and commercials to
maintain its high number of entering students.23 Investments made into lobbying
and advertisement to address the corporate and commercial interests resulted in
detrimental situations for the university. For the students enrolled, their
experience is compromised due to the lack of investment in faculty and for the
institution, it fails to reach their potential in becoming the forefront of education
in the post-pandemic era due to the unsustainable fixation on quantifiable
aspects and revenue.

Figure 6     University of Phoenix main campus building.

23 Cellini, Stephanie Riegg, and Latika Chaudhary. “Commercials for College? Advertising in
Higher Education.” Brookings. Brookings, March 9, 2022.
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The discussion of the two opposing models of running a university open up the
perspective that beneficial contributions to disciplines and the overall
educational sphere can be made at both ends of the said spectrum. At the end
of independent and autonomous schools, an institution can leverage its
academic freedom to focus deeply into a discipline and deepen the pool of
knowledge through specialised research and education. On the other end, a
commercialised and corporatised university model may be relatively
compromised in faculty freedom but is able to utilise the financial support and
investments (provided that it does not become consumed by commercial
interests) to raise strong foundations for academic and faculty integrity which
results in satisfaction of students, causing a chain reaction to the industries of
the public and private sectors. A university model that borrows the
advantageous traits of the two opposing ‘ends’ and emalmagmate them into a
cohesive program to strengthen faculties will prove beneficial in enrichment of
the educational sphere. The process in discovering which values or ideas to
investigate, scrutinise then embrace will be carried out along the progression of
the document. By treating the theme of interdisciplinary learning and education
as the foundation, ideas that are discovered and intended to be utilised will be
investigated of its relation and potential upon it. Overall, the employment of the
interdisciplinary model facilitates the enrichment in discourse and research at
one end; while being the key to extracting parts from various disciplines to be in
exchange in another, providing a safeguard for the disciplines that have been
subject to neglect due to demands of the neoliberal market. The university as an
institution positioned on the boundary between education and profession,
whether for-profit or not, it innately has the social responsibility to strive for
betterment and protection of pedagogy and the knowledge within for the
generations to come.

Capitalism and Architectural Education

Mark Fisher notes that over the past thirty years, capitalist realism has
implemented a strict 'business ontology' in which it becomes the norm that
everything in society, including social services such as healthcare and education
should be run as a business. The notion of this capitalist realism is
understanding that capitalism is not confined to the ways of quasi-propaganda
or ideology but like a lingering atmosphere that conditions the production of
culture, work and education. 24 It encapsulates social production and sets up a
barrier to limit and redirect creative thought and action back into itself. In this
setting the educational sphere of architecture is being integrated with
neoliberalism closer than ever and university fees ever increasing, thus creating

24 Fisher, Mark. Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative? (Winchester, UK: Zero Books, 2010),
20.
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what Maurizio Lazzarato names the ‘indebted man’. 25 Architecture schools often
find themselves exacerbating the current problems as some schools intentionally
reflect the status quo in their own understanding of it, making no productive
attempts in challenging the detrimental effects capitalism has on the built
environment. A notable characteristic or a peculiar phenomenon within
architecture school is that the stronger its collective identity, the more stoic its
aesthetic becomes. The classes of students every year stack up to be
unintentional reproducers of the said school’s image—passing down a certain
approach to design that reinforces the norms without being considerate of
potential consequences. Even though the initial intention could have been to be
progressive and challenging, repetitions within the same frame of thought only
reinforces the natural tendency to gradually reject foreign ideas. Then they fall
back upon a closed loop discourse based on stylised by formalised aesthetics.

Historically, during the ‘Golden Era’ of capitalism from 1960 to 1970,
architectural education was met with groundbreaking developments in the
engagement of political economy and culture.The formation of the New Left and
counterculture brought forward political consciousness to the discipline of
architecture. After the protests in France in May 1968, Architecture schools
collectively reconsidered the ways in asserting their autonomy over the political
economy. Rem Koolhaas writes in S,M,L,XL, that ‘initially, May ’68 launched the
idea for a new beginning for the city.’ 26The stance of non-alignment from
architecture schools placed them in the ‘other’, the ‘third-way’ above the
dichotomies of capitalism and counterculture.27 This aligned with the shared
ambitions of counterculture to open up possibilities of critical discourse in the
studio and the commune. It was also a time of influential creative explorations in
architecture relevant to this day, to the likes of Archizoom, Superstudio,
Koolhaas and Zenghelis, and more. The collages produced at the time captured
the timeless questions on the difficult and contradictory relationship between
architectural discipline and counterculture. Although architecture was at the
curation of counterculture’s ideals, it acted as ‘perpetual missives’ that
imprisoned as much as it freed. 28

28 Sadler, 115.

27 Deamer, Peggy, and Simon Sadler. “The Varieties of Capitalist Experience.” Essay. In
Architecture and Capitalism: 1845 to the Present, 115–31. (London: Routledge, 2014), 115.

26 Koolhaas, Rem, Bruce Mau, Jennifer Eigler, and Hans Werlemann. S, M, L, XL: Office for
Metropolitan Architecture. (Köln: Taschen, 1997), 959-97.

25 Lazzarato, Maurizio. The Making of the Indebted Man: An Essay on the Neoliberal Condition. Los
Angeles, CA: Semiotext(e), 2012.
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Figure 7     Drawing by Archizoom. No-Stop City.
Figure 8     Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture, The Allotments.

However, the author writes in optimism that it is still very much a possibility to
introduce new models of pedagogic and design approach which propose the
call for a level of political and agonistic engagement by the students, faculty and
institutions; or collectively questioning of the capitalistic system which they
found themselves under. It may be through informed proposals which undermine
or reappropriate the prevalence of capitalist assumptions within the educational
space, particularly in addressing the marginalised and thinking of ways which do
not assign them into the same machine of profit generation and debt. The ‘False
Necessity’ of neoliberalism is what Roberto Mangaeira Unger posits as
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something we must not give in: ‘to the ideas and attitudes that make the
established order seem natural, necessary or authoritative.’29 Rather orienting
the direction of new thoughts toward discovering the activities that mediates and
adapt to the production of meaningful questions, ones that challenge the current
and shed light onto the new.

29 Unger, Roberto Mangabeira. False Necessity: Anti-Necessitarian Social Theory in the Service of
Radical Democracy. (London: Verso, 2004), 20.
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Chapter 2:
Framework of thoughts and position
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In the lecture ‘Architecture and the Critique of Ideology,’ (1982) given by Fedric
Jameson, he juxtaposes two polarising opinions on architecture’s position within
the world of advanced capitalism. The Marxist critique of Manfredo Tafuri in
Theories and History of Architecture was compared with the postmodernism of
Learning from Las Vegas by Venturi, Scott Brown and Izenour. The conclusion
Jameson makes is that: ‘as different as they may at first seem, both rest on the
conviction that nothing new can be done, no fundamental changes can be
made, within the massive being of late capitalism?’30 Tafuri claims that no
qualitative change can be made within the capitalist system without a total
revolutionary change in the system. 31 On the other hand, the postmodernists
saw the inevitable ties to capitalism as a positive possibility, where creativity
celebrates and enables capitalist enterprise. In the face of these two opposing
views that dominate the academia, with a general lean towards Tafuri’s outlook,
there potential in developing a different and ‘other’ stance. Jameson notes that
the progressive architect comes to make counter-proposals within their local
situation, which they go above and beyond the polarised views and consensus
and make ‘other’ to the situation of capitalism:

‘the very existence of such an ensemble in some other space of the world
creates a new force field which cannot but have its influence.’ 32

Upon the basis of context laid out in the first chapter, the framework of the
author’s position and the narrative of Machines of Interdisciplinary will be
constructed in this chapter. The contemporary conditions of the university,
particularly the detrimental ones, were outlined to be the result of the universities
reacting to the market demands of the neoliberal capitalist society. The
phenomena of institutions like the university reacting to and following the trends
of the market at the cost of certain faculties can be explained as a result of
various apparatuses being in play. These allow the university to exercise its
power over its inhabitants and maintain its status, borrowing the term from
philosopher Michel Foucault, are the dispositifs. These systemic apparatuses will
be investigated in this chapter  to better inform the author’s position and in
understanding how the current situation may be embraced or critiqued in order
to suggest a perspective.

32 Jameson, 455.

31 Jameson, 452.

30 Jameson, Fredric. “Architecture and the Critique of Ideology.” In Architecture Theory Since 1968
edited by Hays K. M. (ed.). (Cambridge, The MIT Press, 1998), 461.
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The Dispositif

The dispositif can be understood as a system of relations that operate within the
social body to exercise power and maintain it. It seeks to govern and control the
unpredictable and utilises the unpredicted effects, whether positive or negative,
as a means to exercise its power.33 In other words, any sort of discourse,
decisions, trend, conflict, architectural forms…etc that occur are elements of,
and are utilised by the dispositif itself.34 If at any time an entity that manages to
raise conflict against an established power system, it is reconfigured to be in
resonance with the system of dispositif itself. One must then consider how the
Foucauldian concept of the dispositifs affects architecture in the localised
context of the university. Evidently, the architectural dispositifs have a spatial
dimension. The university campus and the architecture within also functions as a
part of the whole. The very buildings faculties are housed in are constituent
elements of the architectural dispositif active in place, it is not limited to
architectural form but extends to its materiality, style, site…etc encompassing
what is considered an aspect of ‘architecture’. An argument is made here that
the architectural dispositif pervades through different scales of space, from the
macro to the micro scale. In analysis of university campus buildings: 405 of
Engineering, OGGB of Business and the Architecture Studio, the various
dispositifs it operates under are revealed.

The famous model of the Panopticon conceived by the philosopher Jeremy
Bentham encapsulates the notion of the architectural dispositif. The spatial
layout of the panopticon facilitates the exercise of disciplinary power over the
individuals in the cell - the notion of perpetual surveillance controls their
behaviour.35 The observer in the central watchtower becomes the one with
power. This model of the panopticon is replicated on the relationship between
faculty buildings on the university campus and further extends out to the city,
albeit in a more subtle sense. In this case, the focus is on the idea that a mere
idea of asymmetry in physical height and spatial qualities between entities is
able to demonstrate disciplinary power and surveillance. The difference in visual
hierarchy of the faculty buildings, along with the auxiliary factors of age,
materiality and style considered, implies the prevalence of a ranking system. A
vertical privilege. Faculty buildings that house the arts generally operate at half
the size to that of sciences, business and engineering. An exception would be
made for the brutalist styled Social Sciences Building (formerly HSB), however it
is widely regarded by the students to be the ‘maze like’ building in poor

35 Leach, Neil, ed. Rethinking Architecture: A Reader in Cultural Theory. (New York: Routledge,
1996), 341.

34 Foucault, Michel. "The Confession of the Flesh,” in Rethinking Architecture: a reader in cultural
theory, ed. Neil Leach. (New York: Routledge, 1996), 194.

33 Haghighi, Farzaneh. “Study. Be Silent. Die: Indeterminate Architecture and the Dispositif of
Studentification.” Journal for Cultural Research 22, no. 1 (January 19, 2018): 57.
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condition. For example, the new 405 building and the science building tower
above the architectural studio. They are positioned in a way to be exposed to an
unobstructed view from the central Symonds street; commuters outside the
university are immediately suggested to draw the identity of the University of
Auckland with those buildings. For the case of the OGGB building, it sits on the
retained plateau of a sloping site, opening up its grand southern facade out on
the motorway as a shimmering crystal icon of the university. Furthermore, the
science building, building 405 and OGGB together sit at the outer periphery,
dictating the outer edges of what is considered on the map the CBD campus.
The buildings are strategic in their position, whether planned or not, becoming
the ‘face’ of the university and engaging first with the public.

Fig 9     Model of the Panopticon.

Fig 10     View down Symonds Street. From left to right: Faculty of Science, Engineering
and Architecture and Planning.
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At the macro scale the said buildings may engage with the public to advertise
their success, however in the micro scale they function very differently. The
current architectural and systemic conditions of the university replicate that of
‘gated communities’. 36 The term gated communities is used to describe
residential developments that are enclosed within a boundary structure such as
planting, walls, bushes with a secured entrance.  This configuration generates an
example of a heterotopia - special places of ‘otherness’ theorised by Foucault
that restructure the discipline of social order. However, the innate nature of gated
communities form a type of heterotopia that prevents productive behaviours and
becomes an agent for the reduction and overdetermination of its surrounding
context. 37 Upon the lack of physical and systemic connection between faculties
and students, the enclosed configuration of the gated community becomes the
dispositif that generates an exclusive safe haven for those who are enrolled in
the said discipline and therefore ‘belong’ in the circle. This can nurture a healthy
sense of community, but can easily divert to a collective identity that causes
friction and scepticism between faculties. The foremost example of this is the
usage of electronic key card access for the architecture studio. Although the
keycard is used to maintain spatial privilege and security for the creative arts
faculty, the internal space of the studio becomes predetermined as solely
serving the students enrolled into the architecture program. Furthermore, the
physical connection between the school of engineering and architecture in the
campus operates in a corridor with a gate, with little space for spontaneous
interactions. Faculty buildings erected on the two sides of symonds street show
a limited connection to the street, entrances are generally hidden into small
pockets of space, acting as the ‘secured entrances’ of gated communities
contained within. These factors come to create a sense of ‘exclusive inclusion’
or ‘inclusive exclusion’. 38

In our contemporary society, the heterotopia resurfaces into society as a
strategy to reclaim places of ‘other worlds’ inside of an highly economised and
overdetermined ‘public’ life. However, it is often the time the identity of
heterotopias and its boundaries become diluted to be morphed into profit
generating machines. This is the result of commodity dispositif capturing such
idea of the ‘other world’ as a profitable market in the advanced capitalist society
of today. The author argues that the profitisation of heterotopias or space - be it
public or educational, has reverted what used to be spaces or places under
public control into spaces acting under subliminal forms of private and profitising
agenda. It has been established above that the spaces of the university and its

38 Low, 158.

37 Low, 166.

36 Dehaene, Michiel, Lieven de Cauter, and Setha Low. “The Gated Community as Heterotopia.”
Essay. In Heterotopia and the City: Public Space in a Postcivil Society, 151–63. (London:
Routledge, 2015), 153.
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configurations partake, voluntarily or not, in the said dispositif. Perhaps the most
striking and architecturally enunciated element of the dispositif is the OGGB of
the business school. Several aspects of the building reveal the ways students
and faculty are placed into pseudo-heterotopias that ultimately support the
continuation of the dispositif; similar spatial traits are evident in other campus
buildings throughout the university:

1. Space for Students

As one enters the OGGB buildings from its hidden side entrance, the
ground floor that greets them, which intuitively should be where most of
the open space is allocated for students to use should be, is largely
occupied by solid volumes of services and a grand staircase that take up
most of the space. Students then have the choice to stay on the dimly lit
ground floor or walk down to the basement floor where all of the lecture
halls are located. The basement floor, where most of the students using
OGGB find themselves in, is an enclosed box without access to sunlight
and views to the outside. The leftover space in between the volumes of
the lecture halls are what dictates the space students are freely able to
use. What is intriguing here is that the impressive atrium space opening
up to the motorway that stretches upwards of six floors only serves to
highlight the central stairway and the solid elevator shafts, which are
spaces that a person inside of OGGB may use for a minute or two, if not
seconds. The side stairways then lead the user into the basement floors
where the opening is immediately closed by a stretch of corridors.

2. Vertical Hierarchy

Given the strict plan of the building, the floors from first to sixth become
copies of each other. Rooms stretch along the edges of the building and
between them are meeting rooms to fill up the space. Users of the
building have to navigate through long stretches of corridors and rely on
room labels to find their destination. In this interior configuration, the
faculty staff occupy the upper floors while lectures and tutorials are held
in the bottom three floors or so. A vertical hierarchy is evident.
Spontaneous interaction is discouraged due to the lack of free space in
the upper floors and visual connection is limited to the atrium space
where it overlooks the empty central stairway. One may relate the
interiors of OGGB to a generic corporate tower, where the floors laid out
in compartmented rooms or cubicles are copied vertically, and the
central core is largely dedicated to circulation and services.

3. Architectural Form and Materiality
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On the exterior, the OGGB stands out from the collection of campus
buildings. The curved pinstripe facades clad in glass and metallic panels
invoke an image of a skyscraper laid horizontally, morphed into curves.
The form of the building allows for it to not feel out of place if it were
placed in a metropolitan setting such as the business districts of central
Manhattan or Tokyo. The architecture is not reserved in flaunting its
expensive cladding and swooping curves out to the public eye, it
becomes the face and icon for the business school of University of
Auckland. Due to this, the vicinity of the OGGB possesses its own
atmosphere, almost as a microcosm of a business district within the
university campus - a heterotopia within the heterotopia, captured by the
dispositif.

Fig 11     OGGB Atrium Space.
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Fig 12     OGGB Exterior.

Fig 13     OGGB Level 3 Floor Plan.
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These architectural dispositifs are what collectively operate as constituent
elements of what constitutes the overall dispositif exercised within the institution
of the university. 39 Here it becomes important to outline that the OGGB and
building 405 can be considered a key (or more recent) architectural ‘diagram’
that illustrates the inner flaws of the apparatus in power, the building itself is not
the apparatus and a physical amalgamation of the dispositif itself. These
elements of the dispositif spontaneously emerged in the said buildings, others
included, as noticeable architectural configuration - that serve what the
university wants, but falls short in satisfying what the student needs.
Furthermore, the architectural dispositif perpetuates the environment that
encourages the formation of such space - a cycle is formed. New builds give
more reasons for the university to advertise the said faculty receiving it. This
subsequently increases exposure to potential students entering the university
therefore increasing the net worth of the faculty. In a different perspective, for
example, the webpage that announces the commencement of the extensions of
the Social Sciences building reads: ‘the complex nature of works involved meant
an immediate start of the initial stages was required, to ensure the critical path
for completion of key project components by 2024.’ Simon Neale, the
university’s director of Building Services commented that:

“If these initial stages…do not start in 2020, then successive and larger scale
stages cannot commence. The main building works are scheduled to start in

early 2021.”

While certain faculties face difficulty in securing funding and support for their
betterment, this cycle that favours the few has been limited to, and continues to
be, involving only the engineering, science and business school of the university.
The faculty and students are exposed to and utilise what the architectural
dispositif provides, then the system of the dispositif over the university continues
to thrive. The physical layout and form in architecture has the potential to
influence a certain politics of use, the ways it affects the inhabitants will depend
on the intentions of the controlling power. It comes to hinder the establishment
of an effective teaching/learning environment, all while reinforcing the image and
status of the university and relevant faculty. Where it does stand to be strictly
‘purpose-built’ for education (building 405 of engineering), again it remains an
exclusive asset for the circle of faculty relevant to it. In the acknowledgement
that there are certain types of dispositifs active in the institution of the university,
it might prove useful to detach from the discourse of architecture in the
traditional sense, and discuss the ideas of Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze to
explore the ways in which the dispositif can be embraced or critiqued to
ultimately benefit the situations of the university.

39 Leach, Neil, ed. Rethinking Architecture: A Reader in Cultural Theory. (New York: Routledge,
1996), 356.
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The Abstract Machine

Foucault pointed out in his interview with Paul Rabinow that: ‘ [architecture] can
and does produce positive effects when the liberating intentions of the architect
coincide with the real practice of people in the exercise of their freedom.’40 In the
same way a building itself cannot be an apparatus, architecture can align itself to
participate, or become a constituent of the action - however what is implied by
Foucault is that to conclude that a single building can instantly be a solution to
all prevailing problems is reductive and over-deterministic. Rather, architecture
becomes integral to the liberating processes when the space supports in
facilitating the liberating intentions. If architecture is a constituent element of a
process, regardless whether it operates within the power dispositif or liberating
intentions; it can be considered a ‘machine’, a desire-machine at that, as
denoted by Deleuze & Guattari. These so called machines create links with each
other:

‘machines driving other machines, machines being driven by other machines,
with all the necessary couplings and connections’.41

And the system of machines within the body, a machinic ‘assemblage’ is
connected to the abstract machine. The two are entirely different, but very
closely intertwined with each other. An assemblage comes to necessarily
effectuate the abstract machine on a particular stratum, it is responsible in
performing the coadaptations of content and expression. An assemblage
consists of connections or ‘lines’ that when read together, give rise to a certain
behaviour or effect. Constituent elements within an assemblage are understood
as processes or connections not entities of themselves. 42 An assemblage
becomes the necessary translator, for the articulations of the organic stratum of
the abstract machine to come about. An assemblage is necessary for bodies to
be caught within, and allow the social field to permeate it and utilise it.43 In other
words, in the case of the university, architecture operates as a line within an
assemblage that expresses the abstract machine of the power dispositif and neo
liberal capitalism, along with its innate flaws. An abstract machine can be
extracted from out of one system of assemblages and be applied into another.
The notion of abstract machines also encompass the projective or generative
techniques within the field of education and design, as that which actualises the

43 Deleuze, Gilles, Félix Guattari, and Brian Massumi. A Thousand Plateaus. (London: Bloomsbury,
2013), 92.

42 Thornton, Edward. “On Lines of Flight: A Study of Deleuze and Guattari’s Concept.” PhD Diss.,
(Royal Holloway, University of London, 2018), 11.

41 Deleuze, Gilles, and Félix Guattari. Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. (London: The
Athlone Press, 1994), 8.

40 Foucault, Michel. "Space, knowledge and power,” in Rethinking Architecture: a reader in cultural
theory, ed. Neil Leach. (New York: Routledge, 1996), 351.
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‘virtual’.44 Deleuze notes that: ‘The diagrammatic or abstract machine does not
function to represent, even something real, but rather constructs a real that is yet
to come.’ 45 Subsequently, it can be argued that a collaborative and
interdisciplinary model is a form of an abstract machine. It is a plane that
connects various forces or intensities, which exist in the form of specific skills or
knowledge, into a unique and cohesive rhythm - definitive cores of disciplines
fuse to create something new. 46 Therefore the assemblages connected to this
abstract machine of the interdisciplinary are spontaneously diagrammed as
architectural effects in the creative production of the thesis. The act of
interdisciplinary collaboration and designing a new educational environment
result in the creation of abstract machines, by drawing and connecting complex
lines from multitude of heterogeneous elements. In this way, the educational
space is not restricted to the traditional outlines of its discipline and limitations of
physical space. It comes to permeate across the borders between real and
virtual dimensions.

Schizophrenia

In amassing the lineage of thoughts, the term ‘schizophrenia’ as utilised by
Deleuze and Guattari in their seminal texts Capitalism and Schizophrenia provide
further insight into why the said interdisciplinary model prove itself to be the
effective model in challenging, exploiting and further embracing the detriments
and dispositifs created by recent models of capitalistic universities. In
psychoanalytic terms, schizophrenia is a mental disorder that causes delusions
and psychotic delirium for those affected. It is characterised by hallucinations
and episodes of psychotic behaviours and split-personalities (albeit
misunderstood due to portrayal of the disorder in popular media); those affected
suffer from a general disconnection with reality. The philosopher - psychoanalyst
duo saw potential in the behaviours of delirium of the schizophrenic as a
method, a political process, in countering the deterministic effects of oedipal
psychoanalysis and its relations to capitalism. These processes or techniques,
come under what is named ‘Schizoanalysis’, Guattari outlines that
Schizoanalysis will:

‘Rather than moving in the direction of reductionist modelisations which simplify
the complex, will work towards its complexification, its processual

enrichment…in short towards its ontological heterogeneity.’47

47 Guattari Félix, Paul Bains, and Julian Pefanis. Chaosmosis: An Ethico-Aesthetic Paradigm.
(Sydney: Power Publications, 2006), 61.

46 Peterson, Erik Werner. “Design as Seven Steps of Deterritorialization.” Nordes 2005 - In the
making No.1 (May 2005): 4.

45 Deleuze, Gilles, Félix Guattari, and Brian Massumi. A Thousand Plateaus. (London: Bloomsbury,
2013), 163.

44 Leach, Neil. “Can a Building Be an Apparatus? .” SPOOL, Cyber-physical Architecture #2, 6, no.
1 (July 10, 2019): 7.
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An example of such reductionist modelisation that Deleuze and Guattari reacted
against was the tendency to refer to and clinically diagnose from the Oedipal
Triangle (Oedipus Complex) model in psychoanalysis and the nature of human
desire henceforth the articulation of society. This dominant thought understands
desire through the idea of acquisition, where desire seeks for something that it
lacks. Its nature as a real entity is therefore founded upon an "essence of lack"
that produces the fantasised object. 48 This means that the real object that desire
lacks is produced as an imaginary object, a double of reality. Philosopher
Clement Rosset writes that: where there is an object that desire lacks, the world
does not contain each and every object that exists. There is always a
discrepancy; there is at least one object missing to fulfil the lack. Ultimately it is
then the reality of capitalism that captures the perpetual lack in the desires of all
things from states, nations, institutions and families and recode them into nodes
of profit generation, subject to commodification and then consumed. 49 Deleuze
and Guattari compare the Oedipus model to that of an inescapable labyrinth,
where one escapes by re-entering it - or by making someone else enter it. By
residing on the Oedipus as a blanket model, whether it becomes a problem or
solution, all desire-production is cut off from the body. There is no productive
production, but an endless chase for acquisition.50

In the current world of Oedipal-Capitalist realism, a political diagram is created
where the said models are exercised (Fig 13).51 The outermost region of
world-historical is almost immune to sudden change and is factual, regarding
history and capital. It is then the middle regions of political and social that are
most prone to flexibility and seemingly personal manipulation. And as mentioned
above, the body and mind have been assigned exclusively as subjects for
psychoanalysts and doctors. Finally, ideology then encapsulates the inner
regions, acting as a barrier to the world-historical layer. In context, the university
and the discourse connected to it are situated in the social-political layer or the
body depending on perspective. In capitalist realism, the university follows what
the outermost layer dictates as discussed in the thesis. One layer then feeds on
to its inner layer, down to the body itself in a linear progression - an arcorescent
system. This ‘tree’ functions on a binary logic, following the natural method, to
go directly in order from one to two and so on.52 This creates rigidity in logic;
such a system of thought does not allow for the understanding of multiplicity: in
order to arrive at ‘two’ from ‘one’ following a spiritual method, both the branches

52 Deleuze, Gilles, Félix Guattari, and Brian Massumi. A Thousand Plateaus. (London: Bloomsbury,
2013), 5.

51 PlasticPills. Deleuze & Guattari: Anti-Oedipus on Schizoanalysis versus Capitalism. From
Youtube. Video, 35:42. October 20, 2020.

50 Deleuze and Guattari, 78.

49 Deleuze and Guattari, 34.

48 Deleuze, Gilles, and Félix Guattari. Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. (London: The
Athlone Press, 1994), 26.
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and the trunk of the tree first must agree on a strong principal unity.53 Utilising
the analogy in context: the branches of creative arts currently cannot come to
agreeing terms with the trunk of the university due to its lack in profitability,
therefore it withers out and the flow of nutrients (capital) is then directed to the
prominent branches, creating a disproportionate tree figure.

However in a schizoanalytic perspective, all thresholds and layers within the
diagram disappear. The world view or body is not obstructed or affected by the
next circle that encloses it, rather it dissolves to be different plateaus or zones
that are not bigger, or less immune to subjectivity than one another. This is
because a schizophrenic process or ‘nomad thought’ does not limit itself in the
ordered interiority; it moves freely across borders and does not rest on specific
identity; it connects differences.54 For example, the intimacy of the body is able
to directly connect to the transcendence of world-history, then relate back to the
mental. There are no logical steps in thought but movements that penetrate the
different regions - all similar to that of a schizophrenic episode. Identity is often
created in the political layer of the Oedipal-Capitalist model. One may identify
with a certain community, whether it is liberal, conservationist, marxist,
capitalist, designer, engineer, artist, dancer…etc and speak out as one. However
inside the model identity becomes the aforementioned gated community, thus
creating a demographic ready to be channelled towards capital and political
interest. A delirium avoids or is irrelevant to the capturing of capitalism, because
in the schizophreniac process all sociopolitical codes and layers are scrambled
and quickly shift from one to another - all in extreme fluidity. Deleuze and
Guattari add that a schizophrenic may even take in the Oedipal model, only to
lay upon it all the things the model seeks to destroy. Schizoanalysis becomes a
practice that counters the problems of capitalistic world view. It is a
production-process in creativity, not a goal nor expression traced as the perfect
method to dismantle capitalism once and for all.55

If the Oedipal-Capitalist model functioned like a tree, schizoanalysis came to be
comparable to the system of roots: a rhizome (See Fig.). A rhizome stays alive by
continuously making connections between ‘semiotic chains, organisations of
power, and circumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social struggles.’
There is no dominating language, the tree trunk, enforced upon. Capital and
profit motifs exist within a rhizome, but it is never the central point - nothing can
be. 56 In the formation of a rhizome, any point of a rhizome can be connected to
each other. It is different to the tree or system, which fixes an hierarchical order.
Any part of the rhizome does not have to be in principle unity to another as a

56 Deleuze and Guattari, 28.

55 Deleuze, Gilles, and Félix Guattari. Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia. (London: The
Athlone Press, 1994), 133.

54 Deleuze and Guattari, 5.

53 Deleuze and Guattari, 5.
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rhizome is a diverse map of things of differing status. There is no clear start or
endpoint, but a central area from which it outgrows and overspills. The rhizome
pertains to the act of mapping that is produced. In the process of mapping, it
goes to connect, construct, detach, reverse and modify its lines of flight. 57 A
rhizomatic system is schizophrenic in nature. Capitalism struggles to capture it
like it does for the system of a tree since there is no unifying language or
dominant flow in which the processes occur. Capitalism could capture specific
nodes to recode it for its interests, but fails to reproduce afterwards due to the
multiplicity of lines connected to said node that may not agree with the profit
motive.

Fig 14     Model of Oedipal-Capitalist Realism.

57 Deleuze, Gilles, Félix Guattari, and Brian Massumi. A Thousand Plateaus. (London: Bloomsbury,
2013), 21.
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Fig 15     The Schizophrenic breakdown of the Oedipal-Capitalist Realism.

Fig 16     A Tree system.
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Fig 17     A Rhizomatic System.

The Agonistic Space and Towards Interdisciplinary

The space/sphere that fosters creative and artistic practices has the objective to
unveil all which have been repressed by the dominating consensus. The
everyday workings and occurrences within the space come to define what it is.
Therefore ‘commemorative’ art/practice, even if it is in a critical tone, nullifies the
objectives of the creative space. It promotes a detachment from the actual
problem rather than opening up a discussion and facilitating agonistic
confrontations. According to Chantell Mouffe, the agonistic confrontation takes
place in a multiplicity of discursive surfaces without underlying principles of unity
nor a determined centre. Although Mouffe rejects that these surfaces are that of
‘smooth surfaces’ noted by Deleuzian thinkers, there is an overlapping area in
thought where it informs which qualities of space/sphere are able to foster an
agonistic and schizophrenic creativity. Here the term public spaces as used by
Mouffe can also represent and be applicable to the space of pedagogy of the
university, as a space striving for creative practices and multiplicity of discourse.
These public spaces are said to be always hegemonically structured. The
existence of hegemonic struggle would mean there is the attempt to create a
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different form of articulation among public spaces. 58

Then, how would the spaces of the creative and critical come about? Ideas can
be extrapolated to suggest a path. Firstly, as mentioned earlier that a piece of
architecture cannot behave as an apparatus, it is worth noting that a  singular
gesture of a certain sublime character cannot contribute to proposing new
modes of coexistence and thought. Rather it dismisses the construction of them:
Mouffe comments that emphasis then lies on the ‘dis-identification’ at the
expense of ‘re-identification’. Taking this route will be allows the problem, or the
dominating consensus, to de-territorialise into new forms only to come back to
support the dominant ideology. This is very similar to the capturing process of
Capitalism: the resulting consequence is the reinforcement of the already
deterministic framework. It is through the recognition of the need for a plurality, a
multiplicity of interventions, occurring at various planes of the educational
space, that the creative and critical practices can construct the agonistic spaces
of productive conflict and tension, where radical conception of education,
learning and creativity could be fostered.

The pairing of deleuzoguattarian thoughts to structures of agonistic spaces
elaborate the process of approach. Mouffe outlines that agonistic public spaces
are not in the kind of dispersion envisaged by postmodern philosophy, however
this does not mean that the schizoanalysis of Deleuze and Guattari cannot
function in such spaces. While maintaining that the agonistic public space is
hegemonically structured, the process of schizoanalysis occurs throughout and
within, in varying directions and movements. By ‘layers’ this is not to be
confused with the layers of oedipal-capitalist realism. But a series of plateaus,
the schizophrenic thoughts are fostered upon. For example, the famous analogy
developed by Deleuze and Guattari of the Rhizome: the Wasp and the Orchid
can be utilised to elaborate on their rhizomatic relationship. The multiplicity, or
the tension between the flow that makes up the orchid (public spaces) attracts
the flow that makes up the wasp (schizophrenic body). Their encounter
generates surplus value, not in the capitalistic sense but in productivity, by the
fact of synthesis. The wasp feeds on the nectar, the orchid gains the possibility
to reproduce, and surplus values of multiplicity in various forms are thereby
created. 59

The action of interdisciplinary then becomes the core that resides in all the
processes that have been discussed. The process are as follows: in recognising
the dominating dispositifs but also its paradox, the abstract machine of the
interdisciplinary practice is chosen and utilised as an agencies to instruct the
framework of space that fosters creativity, subversion, collaboration and

59 Gough, Tim. “Flows of Capitalism, Flows of Architecture.” Ardeth 3 (September 1, 2018): 106.

58 Mouffe, Chantal. “Which Public Space for Critical Artistic Practices ?,” 2009, 158.
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de-territorialisation of the currently overdetermined system of the neo-liberal
university and capitalism. The key notion of Schizoanalysis developed by
Deleuze and Guattari then outlines how the interdisciplinary practice will come to
behave in the educational space. It freely crosses borders of faculty, disciplines
and world views, to channel what fascinates the individual body from various
zones into a rhizomatic synthesis to create a tool to be the ‘other’ - to escape
the limiting barriers of the dispositifs (capitalism, oedipal model…etc). And to
escape from limiting oneself into a binary logic when analysing the current
system. The interdisciplinary body stays ahead of the capturing machine of
capitalism, to pick and choose what sparks interest from the commodified
system and re-appropriate it to their needs; or subvert in a way that it starts to
operate for what it intended to suppress. Thus leaving a trail for the
capturing-machine to follow behind.The key point is that these practices are
‘idioms practised outside the hegemony of neoliberalism….finally –
tongue-in-cheek.’60 The possibilities should not be dismissed, and within it
architecture should not be confined to the autonomy of form but engage with a
multiplicity of flows.

60 Gough, 102.
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Chapter 3:
Discovering through interdisciplinary thinking
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It has been highlighted in the previous chapters that an interdisciplinary
approach, with its relevant processes, in addressing and challenging the
overdetermined system of the current university allows for the creative critique
and re-appropriation of systems and hegemonies. This chapter then accordingly
narrows the scope into the flows of architecture. Through this, it considers the
manifold aspects architecture possesses, as mentioned before it is not limited to
the autnomies of architectural form but encompassing the social processes of
the profession and pedagogy and finally the potential in the tactical usage of
capitalistic interests. Deriving from the study of schizoanalysis, the intention is to
culminate the many flows of architecture functioning outside of the campus and
translate it back into the specific conditions of University of Auckland. The
author posits that such approach and process to research is not to reach a goal
or a design solution, but to introduce a possibility in viewing the current context
or setting up the framework for an informed inquiry. Furthermore, this research
will explain how the interdisciplinary process is not limited to the schools of
architecture,engineering and business. It is the possibility for any school to
deconstruct itself to open up towards fostering meaningful action.

Campus Buildings

Perhaps being the most apparent factor, the architectural form of the school can
lay out the foundations for interdisciplinary action within the school. The
common elements found in the architectural precedents that follow are the
maintenance of visual and physical connections, fluidity of activity and
movement. Gund Hall that houses the prestigious school of Harvard Graduate
School of Design, the central space consists of five terraced floors of studio
space, labelled as trays, covered by a slanted stretch of glass roof supported by
trusses. The terracing of the floor trays maintain a visual connection of all the
cascading study spaces. This allows for the spontaneous visual interaction and
discussions to form around various spots of the building, where the diverse
group of disciplines can offer new perspectives to one another. The floors are
connected unbroken by a series of staircases, rather than the vertical connection
of the common elevator found in most campus buildings. Within the space, the
schools of architecture, landscape architecture, design engineering, urban
planning study and collaborate in an interdisciplinary setting. This comes in
contrast with the Architecture studio building of University of Auckland. The
studio also houses students of urban planning, dance studies and design
studies however these disciplines are all assigned their own wings and floors of
the studio building. Then studio building, when compared to other campus
buildings, is arguably better architecturally planned to foster collaborative
activities or interactions, however as the author recounts, the times where an
architecture student comes into contact with students in the other schools were
very few.
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The campus building of Sci-Arc operates differently to the regular typologies of
what a campus building may look like. The Sci-Arc school operates within a long
stretch of a freight depot located downtown Los Angeles, with its interiors
repurposed to suit the needs of the school. The 400m long depot building
provides a gallery-like space for the students to study in, present their work and
collaborate within their famed fabrication studios. Instead of separating the
programs to floors, the stretch of space places the program of the school into a
series of lineages. The opportunity for Sci-Arc to repurpose and reconfigure the
spaces within the depot building strengthen the school’s mission and objectives,
challenging the conventional and pushing for the avant-garde. Alternatively,
MIT’s infinite corridor within their main campus building provides a perspective
on the often disregarded spaces of corridors. Many of MIT’s departments,
classrooms, and labs stem off of the corridor. Therefore, a student moving
through the space is able to catch a glimpse of different activities occurring
inside different disciplines, increasing the aponstaenous exposure to new things.
Twice a year, around mid-January and November, the infinite corridor lines up
lengthwise with the position of the Sun, causing the length of the corridor to be
entirely lit up with sunlight. This phenomena became an event celebrated by
students, faculty, and staff. These all arguably become examples of the
circumstances of architecture facilitating an unorthodox way in collaboration and
valuable instances of interdisciplinary interactions.

Figure 18     Gund Hall, Harvard GSD.
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Figure 19     SCI-Arc’s Spring Show.

The Role of the Architect

In architectural education, there is a common tendency to separate the industry
to the design studio.This often becomes the topic of discussion between
students and faculty, students wanting a more in-depth introduction to the
profession and academics calling for the autonomy of creativity- or vice versa. If
the reason for the separation is to prevent architectural education being
rendered as vocational training or protecting the pedagogy from the capitalistic
machine, it can be argued that there is a certain loss of chance in discovering a
different realm of interdisciplinary process within architecture. Peggy deamer
posits that that architecture operates in both the realm of the superstructure and
in the base. Meaning that while the construction industry energetically operates
in the economic engine that is the base, architecture (particularly as a design
practice) operates in the realm of culture. 61 Deamer adds that within the design
practice, capital does its work without being directly scrutinised - challenging
the tenants of architectural autonomy.62 The point Deamer conveys is that a
certain particularity assigned to disciplines does not make it immune to the
extra-architectural machines such as capital. The world of construction,
particularly the larger category of urban developments that is closely intertwined
to the current situations of politics and economics and would be regarded as a

62 Deamer, 2.

61 Deamer, Peggy. Architecture and Capitalism: 1845 to the Present. (London: Routledge, 2014), 1.
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piece of history of the built environment, has been excluded - almost forgotten
by architectural education. Here, it becomes necessary to remember the role of
the architect in the industry, who engages in interdisciplinary activities,
procurement and tendering processes to ensure delivery of projects. However,
this approach does not have to be limited as a method solidified in the
construction industry. If the architecture school is to politically engage with the
current situations of for example, urban developments which are always the
topic of debate and the live exchange complex sociopolitical flows, there are
various benefits in reflecting the role of the architect back into the studio. The
complexities that urban developments carry stand beyond the scope of
architectural design practice, therefore those wishing to engage with the
situation at hand must employ an interdisciplinary stance and create
connections beyond the immediate and towards urban planning, economics,
politics, social studies,and philosophy…the possibilities in the connections
made are limitless. Architectural education opening up to politically and
economically engage with social issues does not mean architectural creativity
does not come at a compromise. Being interdisciplinary in design practice can
inform and add a layer of depth in designing and adapting the apparatus of
production to be above the rigidity of capitalism and be the ‘other’ in
understanding the current matters and developing ways of subverting it.

Figure 20     A page from the ARCHPRM304/700 course in Architecture showing the
stages in a design process and the role of the Architect.
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Collaborating with Capitalism

During times of post-war inflation of World-War I inflation and economic
uncertainty for the Bauhaus, the school seeked to depart from its former
utopianism of craftsmanship and merge with the industry to ‘collaborate’ with
the capitalist system. In the first large scale exhibition held by Bauhaus in 1923,
the modernist designed house Haus am Horn was showcased to the public as
Bauhaus’ first concrete manifestation of its architectural vision and the
conditions of living within it. The house built with steel frames and concrete with
a palette of new materials of the time, plate glass, plywood and rubber flooring
stood to represent Walter Gropius’ slogan for the exhibition: ‘art and technology
- a new unity’.63 The house had rooms wrapping around the central living space,
designed as a modular and scalable  layout on a square footprint of 12 x 12
metres. The house represented the ideals of modernism - everything was
functional, stripped of ornamentation, all the furniture inside the model house
was from the Bauhaus workshop. The house was intended to be an
experimental model testing new methods of construction, materials and
standards of living for the small working class family. However the outcome was
mixed in reception and as for any inaugural projects in architecture, showed
conflicting contradictions. Although the house was developed as a social
project, the construction of it was too laborious for mass produced construction
and came at a great cost.64 Robin Schuldenfrei adds that Haus am Horn fell
short in meeting its vision in proposing the future of the modern house and came
as a product that compromised with the conditions of capitalism. While Gropius
hoped for collaboration with, and being backed by capitalist enterprise, the Haus
am Horn was far reaching in the sense that it read as a luxury good taylored for
capitalism’s elite patrons, oblivious to the economic standards of the working
class at the time. In a different view, during the conception of the Haus am Horn,
the Bauhaus registered companies such as Bauhaus Siedlung GmbH to design
and plan social housing developments in Weimar. Collectively, these attempts
were ultimately unsuccessful but come to show the passion of Bauhaus to
strengthen ties between the discipline and the industry. It could be argued that,
within the apparent contradictions shown in the early examples, the potential in
harnessing capitalism for the betterment of socially engaged designs was
discovered.65 The organisational innovations the Bauhaus undertook in the
search of its language paved the ways the school took to influence the world of
design. The contemporary schools can be inspired by Bauhaus’ approach and
confidence in departing from its former identities to familiarise itself with the
rising system and attempt to benefit from it to further the scope of education,

65 Schuldenfrei, 91.

64 Schuldenfrei, 75.

63 Deamer, Peggy, and Robin Schuldenfrei. “Capital dwelling: industrial capitalism, financial crisis,
and the Bauhaus’s Haus am Horn.” Essay. In Architecture and Capitalism: 1845 to the Present,
71–97. (London: Routledge, 2014), 75.
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discipline and the social condition. In the current days of ever strengthening of
capitalism and the neo-liberal conditions, there is benefit in social institutions
such as the university to become the advocates of re-adaptations and
re-inventions. In the scope of architecture, the key point then becomes owning a
certain confidence and will to associate with capitalistic manoeuvres as a vehicle
to tackle the questions of architecture as opposed to using architecture to
answer the captured needs of capitalism - which as discussed, are often falsely
created.

Machines of Everyday

The term machines in this document exist on two planes of meaning: as a
physical apparatus, an instance of architecture; and on the more fluid and
theoretical note, an assemblage or connections that carry, represent and
reconfigure thoughts and ideas. In this section, the intention is to focus on real
objects and instances of architecture that shape and support our daily lives, the
mundane, and provide them with new meanings in a way that enriches the
interdisciplinary space. These machines are obviously, largely products of the
commodified system of our capitalistic society. In the initial steps to construct an
architecturally informed question, or to suggest a new perspective, a critique on
the established and existing becomes crucial. It is through the re-appropriation
of capitalistic elements and forging them as tools that allow for the removal of
walls between disciplines and the possibilities of reaching out further beyond the
boundaries of the university.

In the search of an analogy, the capitalist machine of the modern day shopping
mall perhaps is the most prominent example in our society that encapsulates the
processes and machines that can be picked and chosen to be re-appropriated
and exploited. The shopping mall plays a large role, almost an essential part to
the lives of most people (consumers) of today. Interestingly, the shopping mall
and the university, now that they are both indulged in the neo-liberal conditions,
share similar traits in their configurations. Firstly they both sit in the urban
landscape as social precincts, with high flows of traffic permeating through
them. In categorisation, the shopping mall assigns areas with the retailer’s
themes such as fashion, furniture, sports, food, toys…etc and the university
have their faculty campus buildings in groupings, scattered across the campus.
As seen more frequently nowadays, the shared interest in investing in the
architectural design of their buildings as a way to attract and impress users has
become another similarity. The social and architectural phenomena that occur
within the detrimental effects of capitalism all take similar forms or become
abstractions of each other. There are many possibilities in discovering similarities
between the two - however, the most encompassing value that these operate
under is the commercial interests and the lost or rather, prevented potentials in
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fostering a ground of creative behaviours and conversations. As a result, the
architecture that consists of such spaces become lined with hegemonic values
and the performances of creativity become undervalued and discouraged. In the
unfertile grounds of capitalistic interest, it is exactly the objects and machines
and capitalism that we may disregard as the everyday and mundane are the
tools that created, and now perpetuate the conditions of such spaces.

1) The Escalator

It can be argued that the Escalator is a key object that shaped the modern day
shopping mall and for the university, through the rewriting of its intentions, can
become an object of interdisciplinary and creative actions. The Escalator or
moving staircase, is considered one of the most revolutionary inventions of
capitalism. It solved the constraints of the stairway and in shopping malls
allowed consumers to easily move between floors without effort. This
democratises all levels in the building, the distinction between upper and lower
floors is removed thus connecting the flow of consumer traffic all throughout the
space of the shopping mall. 66 Considering the free flow of consumerism enabled
by the birth of the Escalator and applying it to the scope of creative
performances, a potential is then raised. In contrast, almost all campus buildings
in the university have their floor separation through staircases and the elevator
shaft. In the linear transition between spaces of the campus, the ‘flow’ is
periodically disrupted by doors to the elevator or the stairway. Ironically, in this
sense, the powerful machine of the Escalator that currently operates within
capitalism is simultaneously able to facilitate interdisciplinary action in the
arguably opposing outlook on space.

66 Smithsonian Magazine. “How the Escalator Forever Changed Our Sense of Space.”
Smithsonian.com. Smithsonian Institution, June 27, 2019.
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Figure 21     Escalators in New Market Westfield Mall.

2) Storefront

The typical layout of the shopping mall has storefronts lined up next to one
another flanking the opposite sides or encircling the perimeter of the main
circulation. Each storefront is then fitted with branding, lights, moving images,
advertisements and design elements to represent their corporate identity and
capture the attention of the potential consumer walking past it. Unexpectedly,
even though it occurs as the epitome of exploitative consumerist culture, the
shopping mall has developed a highly mechanised methodology in amassing a
plethora of identities into a cohesive and lineated reading. Here, it can read both
ways how the concentration of the spectacle of identities affects the space. The
storefront also functions to showcase the products available inside the store,
therefore connecting the apparent identity to their products. In the university, it is
usually the case that disciplines struggle to expose their identity to the public.
This results in the architecture that relies entirely on irrelevant and eye-catching
or standardised and cheap forms to represent the identities of the discipline.
Borrowing the language of shopping malls, the product (discipline and
knowledge) fails to be reflected on the storefront (architecture). Furthermore, the
layout of the retail stores within the mall encourages the spontaneity of purchase
and eyeshopping. A question then is raised: how often are the times a student is
able to spontaneously exchange goods and services (knowledge) by randomly
crossing paths with the discipline that they are not enrolled in? The effort it takes
to seek exchange within the university is much greater than in the shopping mall.
This is not an invitation to propose disciplines to be compartmentalised as flashy
stores, rather to suggest the benefit in reappropriating the ways capitalism
effectively streamlines the process of its favourite behaviour of consumption to
the conditions of the university.
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Figure 22     Shoppers interacting.

3) The Parking Lot

The typology of the parking lot functions as a different type of machine in the
world of Capitalism. It has a rather peculiar relationship with the space it
occupies, essentially existing as the leftover space or the residual space. In the
formation of the highly imposing instance of architecture such as the shopping
mall, the parking lot that follows is then produced as the strict opposite of it, an
undetermined and empty space that repeatedly loses and gains value as cars
come in and out. Even though parking lots are products of the capitalist machine
exercising its power over space, its innate indeterministic nature allows for the
creative reclamation of it to occur. The fruition of such occurrences is best
exemplified as night markets being set up on parking lots. As with all the points
above, the night market has a profit motive however the process to achieve it
differentiates from the strict models of shopping mall consumerist culture and
takes the form more aligned to the objectives of interdisciplinary and creative
action. The stalls set up in night markets are never planned or assigned a
position, it operates on the spontaneous and arbitrary conditions of the current.
There is the removal of physical walls and boundaries to which a stall may
operate and the immediacy between the performative exchange between the
seller-creative and buyer-learner create the atmosphere of vibrance and energy.
In a space that is usually organised with lines of cars, forgotten as the mundane,
it becomes a space for schizophrenic conversations and exchange. In the
university, these forgotten and residual spaces can be rediscovered to be
productive grounds for creative action. In addressing the forgotten,
indeterminate and marginalised, the formation of unexpected forces of
differentiation and multiplicity from these spaces overflow to challenge the
conditions of the overdetermined systems.
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Figure 23     Night Market Stalls at the Glenfield Mall.

These examples of machines of capitalism discussed as case studies at one end
further inform the author’s stance and perspective and on the other reinforce
how the trajectory of thoughts in an interdisciplinary process in addressing the
current conditions of the university may look like. The capitalistic society we find
ourselves in encloses the creative mind into standardisations of the consumer
mindset and prevents performances of creative actions. However one should not
stay in pessimism as the willingness in accepting and embracing the current
conditions initially then allows for the mind to develop a sense for the other and
differentiate to explore ways of creatively challenge, subvert and exploit the
machines of capitalism to the benefit of one’s action or as this document argues,
the pedagogical sphere of universities. Employing an interdisciplinary mindset to
navigate through the varying conditions of society allows for the formation of
multidimensional perspectives - as Andreas Huyssen posits: ‘the culture of
postmodernity must be grasped in its gains as well as in its losses, in its
promises as well as in its deprivations.’67

67 Huyssen, Andreas. “Mapping the Postmodern.” New German Critique, no. 33 (1984): 24.
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Chapter 4:
Design Outcomes: Machines of Interdisciplinarity
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Design Approach

The project Machines of Interdisciplinary plays on the idea of interdisciplinary
thinking processes occurring between disciplines in the University of Auckland.
The showcased collection of experimental designs are instances of architectural
manifestations of the various facets of the process and do not follow a specific
lineage of design language or thought, rather are assemblages of spontaneous
creative reaction relative to the given situation.

The project places itself in the University of Auckland campus, specifically the
Architectural Studio Building as its starting point. These machines of
interdisciplinary occupy parts of the studio and the surrounding conditions, then
gradually progress out further to different campus buildings to digest the existing
over-determinations of the capitalistic system the university found themselves in.
The project follows the narrative that in the hopes of creating an interdisciplinary
environment for education, the structures are formed to the occupation of
students and faculty exercising autonomy over the spaces of education. The
collaborations between disciplines and students then create unexpected results
to sprout, matched by the university decision to participate in the same
intentions albeit captured by its capitalist agenda. The project then asks, how
could the collective minds of students and faculty capture the capitalistic
agenda of the university and further the society to address pressing matters of
the current and enrich the learning environment down the road.

Similar to the progression of the thesis, the design approach was initiated with a
set of collages that depict the current conditions the corporatised and
neo-liberal university has on students and the faculty, paying close attention to
the marginalised disciplines of the university. Following the narrative, the
showcasing of the machines of interdisciplinary begin almost like a product
brochure issued by the university - which is a tactical approach to garner the
interests of capitalistic motives and agenda, to advertise machines of
interdisciplinary as avant-garde solutions to the needs of the neo-lliberal
university.

The project is a fictional depiction of architectural allegories and critiques
grounded in the local context of the University of Auckland. Through a
speculative method in approach, it comes to present the possibilities of how an
interdisciplinary process exercised in the shaping of educational spatialities may
come to be. Overall, rather than attempting to provide the shown outcomes as
an answer, Machines of Interdisciplinary is more concerned with forming more
questions to be thrown. To inform the ways in how these questions may be
formed, there is a suggestion of a methodology in reading and responding to the
current state of the university and the rigid dispositif of capitalism it resides in.
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Collection of Collages and Drawings

Figure 24     The Contemporary Condition.

Figure 25     The Exchange of Faculty for a New Swimming Pool.
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Figure 26     The Imposing Facades of STEM Faculty Buildings

Figure 27     Architecture Studio Midst the Grid of Well Invested Faculties
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Figure 28     The Studio Refitted with Machines

Figure 29     Assemblage of Hegemonies
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Figure 30     The Contemplative Studio
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Figure 31     The Efficient Engineering
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Figure 32     The Business Central of OGGB
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Final Design
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Figure 33     Title Page
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Figure 34     Title Page
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Figure 35     Collage of the Three Schools
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Figure 36    View of the Machines from the Studio Rooftop
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Figure 37     Aerial View of the Machines on the Roof of the Admin Building
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Figure 38     The ‘Captured’ Schools
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Figure 39     Interior Section / In-House Concrete Production
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Figure 40     Technical Section of the Additions
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Architecture School of Engineering // Business

This is the initial proposal showcased from the Machines of Interdisciplinary,
however these are examples of what the project intended to distance itself from.
These two new additions of the studio are what the University, with their vision
hindered by capitalistic agendas, the resulting buildings are more or less refined
extractions from the existing buildings on the campus. As a surface solution
answering to the voices of students demanding interdisciplinary learning and
improvement of the learning environment, the top-down approach the university
took to simply add extensions to the studio was considered as the basis of the
narrative. Although some elements such as the in-house concrete production to
narrow the gap between profession and education is evident, the stylish building
form of the buildings come to perpetuate the existing conditions of the
university’s tendency to build and maintain an image for themselves. The author
here intends to assert that if the current university setting was to continue and if
an administrative decision was dramatically made for investments to be
implemented to the marginalised faculty in the future, the resultant architecture
and configuration will most likely be a more economically safer version of what is
shown. Then the key point becomes the  collective movement for students
willing to improve their educational space and retain autonomy over it. To
challenge the intentions of the university and call for an interfaculty-disciplinary
conversation to shape the educational space.
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Figure 41     Floor Plan of Bridge Connection / Pin-Up Board Rail System
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Figure 42     Technical Section of Connecting Bridge
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Stage 2: Studio Extension

In the fictional setting that parts of the studio were torn down to add the new
extensions of schools in, the leftover building materials and parts of the studio
are then salvaged by the students to recreate through the parts the starting
connection bridge to the upcoming machines. This behaviour alludes to the
dumpster diving many students of the architecture studio participate in, given
the cost of modelling materials which can be excessive for students. Contrasted
to the extension buildings showcased by the university, this structure is an
assemblage of used structures that hold a sentiment and a sense of nostalgia
for the studio. The recognisable elements of the studio are mix-matched through
re-assigning of their use: the wall and windows become the roof, structures are
flipped and rotated at varying angles to create the new from the old. Although
the main function of this bridge structure is for circulation and connection, it
marks the start and carries the creative energies of the studio and for the first
time, projects it outwards.

Rail system

The implementation of the rail system becomes the crucial vessel that
encompasses the assemblages of structures and interventions. The rail system
as a capitalistic machine used in factories for manufacturing is introduced to the
studio setting to streamline the process of interdisciplinary action. It begins from
the crit space of the studio and carries the crit boards holding the creative
output of students within the studio. The rail system functions as an allegory to
the architectural production process in profession. Briefly outlined, the architect
who designs, consults the engineer to realise their vision then the business man
procure capitalistic investments and exchanges with the market demands. The
focus is not on the capitalistic intentions but on the nature of interdisciplinary
action a person involved in the production of things naturally gets involved in. In
Machines of Interdisciplinary, the creative output is not limited architectural
design work but becomes a metaphor that represents creative production. It is
through the rail system that each discipline involved is able to provide their
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expertise and assets to collaboratively achieve something that is usually outside
their scope.
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Figure 43     Solar Stills Constructed out of Studio Windows
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Figure 44     The New Library Supported by Engineering
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Figure 45    The Procurement Studio of Interdisciplinary
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Alternative Solutions
This section of the showcase shows the possibilities of meaningful
interdisciplinary action creating unconventional solutions towards societal
concerns. Again, the leftover parts from the studio window structure are
reassembled along with new additions to create a solar still structure that
harvests clean water from the rainwater collecting base these interventions sit
on. This is done through the collaboration between architecture and engineering
students to think of ways in the traditional boundaries of their discipline and
create something new. Placed as experimental structures on the site, the solar
stills when studied will bring in important data to further enlarge the knowledge
pool of all involved.

The New Library
This cylindrical tower takes the form of an enlarged vending machine that draws
out books on demand. It was inspired by the Carvana car vending machine.Its
an explorative perspective given to the future of libraries and its place in the
contemporary educational sphere which regrettably is losing its presence.
Therefore there is a certain performative value assigned to the metallic cylinder
that houses the books, being hoisted by a crane situated on the engineering
building. This comes at an allegorical approach to the notion of financial
blanketing to protect the marginalised elements of the university. The
engineering building given its height and strength is then able to hold the
responsibilities of holding the library afloat for everyone’s use.

The Procurement Studio
Arguably the heard of this section, the procurement studio receives the
critboards and participates in an interdisciplinary collaboration and conversation
to think of ways to tackle a problem given at hand and exchange knowledge in
finding solutions to them. The procurement studio takes the form of the famous
Gund Hall of Harvard GSD and is constructed out of leftover facades from the
engineering building to create a new typology of space. Here, the studio is a
place of conversation and problem-solving With students across disciplines
invited and free to enter in and out. The creative thought received through the
crit board is analysed and studied, to plan for the production of it in the
Educational Line.
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Figure 46     Sleep Pods for Students
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Figure 47     Presentation / Crit Space
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The Studio Culture
These two interventions are representations of the specific conditions of the
architecture student’s lives in university. They each come to be architectural
instances of the private and public spaces a student body goes through in their
everyday life. The sleeping pods also reponsponding to the overall toxic culture
of all-nightering and deadlines the architecture school is infamous for. In the
provision of space that functions solely for leisure and rest, a student is then
able to engage in action or rest at their free will.

The pin-up board is perhaps the most recognisable and famed typology of the
studio culture. The act of crit presentation at the heart of architecture sometimes
proves to be the activity that produces the most thoughts and perspectives in
the studio. In the exchange of ideas, the students who present their work will
receive comments from the critic. In the spontaneous exchange of opinions,
ideas and values the resulting outcome is a generation of inspirations for
projects to come. In the discussion of one’s creative production with others, the
bias and subjectivity is temporarily removed to more accurately evaluate the
approach or thought one takes into initiating potential action. This culture of the
crit, through the provision of this public square like space, the author intends to
express the benefit of the will to engage in meaningful exchange of thoughts and
conversations especially with people outside your own knowledge group.
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Figure 48     The Education Line Title Page
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Figure 49     Fabrication of the Education Line on the Engineering Building
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Figure 50     Section of Education Line
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Figure 51     Elevation of the New Engineering Building
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Figure 52     Side Elevation of the New Engineering Building
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The Education Line
This structure incorporated into the Engineering building finally culminates the
creative output and analysis brought forward by the working of previous
machines. Utilising the long axis of the engineering building, the cantilevered
structure holds a typology of the factory production line, again the machine of
capitalism, to reappropriate it in a way that garners interdisciplinary exchange
and the rethinking of lineage in construction and the relevant education that
occur from it. Starting from the end closer to the studio, the metaphorical plans
and designs from the Procurement Studio then begin its physical fruition in the
engineering building. The engineering building is responsible for the most
laborious process of construction as it lies in the expertise and for budgetary
reasons. Students then take turns in realising the product of knowledge all laid
out in the lineage of the production line that maintains visual contact throughout.
Pedagogical interaction occurs at the outer ends of the production line where
students willing to learn the process are then able to engage directly with the
process unfolding in the immediacy. The production line in the capitalistic setting
functions to compartmentalise workers into the most basic forms of labour
sometimes, broken down into simple gestures. This is done to maximise
efficiency and exploit the unskilled labour for profit. However the Education Line
subvert the innate compartmentalising character of the production line into a
lineage of collaboration and interdisciplinary action in creating something of
value to one’s self. The labourer who was prevented from visiting other parts of
the production line is then freed as the student who is able to move around up
and down the process and learn and participate anywhere they may please or
feel the need to.

New Facade
What appears striking to people who now view the engineering building is its flair
of ornamental structures that is reminiscent of the gothic church. The
engineering building which now stands on campus as the most advanced and
invested structure, qualifies to be the central structure of the university. This
does not mean to assign the engineering faculty now with encompassing power
but to highlight its ability to be the fertile ground where those who may have not
been provided with, come to find. The language here can be received almost
christian like - ‘for everyone who asks shall receive’. Furthermore, churches
originally stood between homes in the village to be the largest and architecturally
invested structure. The church was an amalgamation of interdisciplinary action in
the sense that craftsmen of varying professions came together and shared their
expertise to create ornaments and carve out intricate patterns, or forge glass for
the stained glass window of churches. In the metaphorical sense the intention is
to express that the invested faculty has the social responsibility to open up its
resources into fulfilling the forced deprivation of other faculties and be the
common grounds to where other disciplines can converse within. Hence the
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Education Line in its scale and the (fictional) feasibility of it, was assigned to the
Engineering building altogether. In the interdisciplinary process a faculty is then
able to disseminate the capitalistic intentions of the neo-liberal university ,
operating in a seemingly highly capitalistic method but tactically garnering
creativity and collaborative action that positively impacts and transforms the
educational space for the students.

Figure 53    View of the Education Line
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Figure 54     Interior View of the Education Line

Figure 55     Interior View of Engineering’s 3D Printed Building Studio
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Conclusion

The project Machines of Interdisciplinary demonstrates the importance and the
need for an interdisciplinary thinking process in an architectural education and
further the university model. Interdisciplinary practice is the collaboration
between disciplines and schools of thought, the opening-up of a body to be
willing to connect with various knowledge to work together, and discuss on a
political level the addressal of social matters, the future of pedagogy and the
defence of autonomy and space within the educational sphere.

Machines of Interdisciplinary sought to shed light on the new possibilities in
addressing the realities of the university. It studied the meaning of an
interdisciplinary approach to analysing to read the current for context and
suggesting an alternative. Through this, the project balances itself, or rather
simultaneously visits grounded visible ideas and draws connections to the
visionary and abstraction to amass a scope of multidimensional views. This view
was an understanding of the interdisciplinary process translated as moments of
unorthodox, satirical and playful architecture that suggested an alternative,
however it is not limited to the example shown in the document. The focus is
however on the ability to be read and applied in different ways, outside the
discipline of architecture and the boundaries of the university.

During the course of the document, the influence of capitalism to the model of
university was discussed. Its detrimental effects on the educational environment
and the threats posed to marginalised disciplines within the university became a
particular focus in analysing the contemporary condition. The societal influences
of capitalist and consumerist culture of today is what the project identifies as an
instigation for emergence of universities being run in a corporate and managerial
fashion. The university in order to stay economically relevant in the fast-changing
world redirected its values and priorities to the neo-liberal sense of securing
profits and status. This trend, as discussed, came at the spatial and cultural
colonisation of financially vulnerable disciplines within the university. An
examination on the various stances universities took upon in response to the
demands of the society came to inform the alternative, to reside in various
regions of the said spectrum of the will to align with capitalistic values.

Upon the identification of the detrimental structure of capitalistic hegemonies or
dispositifs within the university, the research then progressed on to analysing
how the meaning of ‘interdisciplinary’ informs a perspective on such conditions.
The ideas brought to the world by philosopher Gilles Deleuze and
psychoanalysis Felix Guattari on schizoanalysis and the machine processes set
up the theoretical framework. The concepts were studied, interpreted and
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applied to specific conditions that the thesis aimed to address. With the
alignment of the interdisciplinary process in education to schizoanalysis, the
project then seeked for concrete examples relevant to the architectural
education and extrapolated an approach from what findings in reality came to
reveal. Therefore, the architectural interventions residing in the conditions of the
university sought to translate the critique and creatively reveal the innate
paradoxes and irrationalities in question of the capitalistic university, which were
manifested through the unorthodox forms, function and configurations. The
interdisciplinary process, functioning on levels of multiplicity and lines of
connections in varied directions, is rendered stagnant in employing a singular,
refined language of representation, rather it shows to flourish in the assemblage
of identities and languages, to allude to the addressal.

The design outcome of Machines of Interdisciplinary proposes that the current
conditions of the university become a platform that engages with the
interdisciplinary process between disciplines and in itself. The existing buildings
on campus become the host and are reconfigured to integrate the collections
and assemblages of interventions and spaces where each come to manifest a
certain interpretation of an interdisciplinary action within the educational space.
Each reappropriate, satirise and expose the conditions of the neo-liberal
university and amass to generate alternatives within which grounds of discourse
around the educational spaces are formed. In laying out an alternative way in
response, moments of autonomy in discipline, collaboration and finally
educational freedom present themselves into the fabric of the university.

In reflection, certainly, there are transcendental effects of capitalism in our
current world, through the progression of research, we can understand that its
hegemony derives from its ability to be schizophrenic to a degree and capture,
recode and harness flows to create and perpetuate the profit motive of society.
During the process of constructing the inquiries for the effects of capitalism, to
draw out possibilities of alternative perspectives, what must be maintained is not
blocking the flows of capitalism with solidity of defence but to acknowledge and
conjugate them into enriching the educational sphere of the university. The
thesis then calls for the idea of interdisciplinary processes as a means to
navigate, manipulate and steer the flows of operation of capitalism and maintain
the stance of differentiation to address the detriments and highlight the
optimistic. Employing such practices saw the formation of Machines of
Interdisciplinary and the design outcomes portrays an instance of a wider
possible phenomena in the university and further, out into the addressal of the
urban and societal matters. In understanding architecture as a discipline that is
able to relate to a multiplicity of flows, its particular ability in practising the
interdisciplinary process lay out the possibility to be integrated to a variety of
applications. At the core of this thesis lies a optimistic pursuit towards the
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enrichment of architecture as a discipline and education as a whole, the spatial
autonomy in creative action and the freedom that comes from it. In advocating
for a new and different outlook on education and interaction of disciplines or
thoughts in the settings of the university and society, the thesis invites to seek
for the optimism that lies in considering the interdisciplinary process as the
starting point.
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